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		Build reporting applications and dashboards using the different MicroStrategy objects 

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the fundamentals of MicroStrategy
	
			Use MicroStrategy to get actionable insights from your business data
	
			Create visualizations and build intuitive dashboards and reports


	
		Book Description

	
		MicroStrategy is an enterprise business intelligence application. It turns data into reports for making and executing key organization decisions. This book shows you how to implement Business Intelligence (BI) with MicroStrategy. It takes you from setting up and configuring MicroStrategy to security and administration.

	
		The book starts by detailing the different components of the MicroStrategy platform, and the key concepts of Metadata and Project Source. You will then install and configure MicroStrategy and lay down the foundations for building MicroStrategy BI solutions. By learning about objects and different object types, you will develop a strong understanding of the MicroStrategy Schema and Public Objects. With these MicroStrategy objects, you will enhance and scale your BI and Analytics solutions.

	
		Finally, you will learn about the administration, security, and monitoring of your BI solution.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Set up the MicroStrategy Intelligence Server and client tools
	
			Create a MicroStrategy metadata repository and your first Project
	
			Explore the main MicroStrategy object types and their dependencies
	
			Create, manipulate, and share Reports
	
			Create and share Dashboards
	
			Manage Users and Groups


	
		Who this book is for

	
		This book is for Business Intelligence professionals or data analysts who want to get started with Microstrategy. Some basic understanding of BI and data analysis will be required to get the most from this book.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Architecture - Installing and Configuring MicroStrategy
	
			Project Design - Creating Your Project Foundation
	
			Basic Reporting - Building Your First Reports
	
			Advanced Reporting - Interacting with and Improving Your Reports
	
			Dashboarding - Creating Visual Reporting
	
			Security - Managing Your Users and Their Access
	
			Administration - Maintaining and Monitoring Your Project
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Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	The book you’re holding in your hands is going to show you how to build your very own 3D Printer. It’s
	not science fiction. It’s a device that will allow you to print out (in plastic) whatever you can imagine.
	(Okay, that’s a bit of a stretch – there are size limitations when using this machine.)
	Read the...
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Nikon D300s For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The know-how you need to get the most out of your Nikon D300s


	The Nikon D300s is packed with pro features at a consumer price of less than $2,000, making it a camera both pro and beginning photographers will be looking to scoop up. Newcomers to the D300s can rely on this easy-to-understand book to guide them through the...
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Photoshop Elements 5 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's GuideSybex, 2007
Whether you’re new to Photoshop Elements or an experienced image editor, this professional book shows you how to create consistent high-quality images by establishing a logical sequence of essential tasks. From sorting images and RAW conversion to advanced editing and output, it’s all here in the friendly, professional style that...
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Psychoanalysis and NeuroscienceSpringer, 2006

	Recent scientific studies have brought significant advances in the understanding of basic mental functions such as memory, dreams, identification, repression, which constitute the basis of the psychoanalytical theory. This book focuses on the possibility of interactions between psychoanalysis and neuroscience: emotions and the right...
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Modern Aerodynamic Methods for Direct and Inverse ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Just when classic subject areas seem understood, the author, a Caltech, M.I.T. and Boeing trained aerodynamicist, raises profound questions over traditional formulations.  Can shear flows be rigorously modeled using simpler “potential-like” methods versus Euler equation approaches?  Why not solve aerodynamic...
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P2P Networking and Applications (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks enable users to directly share digital content (such as audio, video, and text files) as well as real-time data (such as telephony traffic) with other users without depending on a central server. Although originally popularized by unlicensed online music services such as Napster, P2P networking has recently emerged as a...
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